There’s an app for that

Transport mobile app will give real time locations of buses and predict arrival times

By Lexi Matula
The Rocky Mountain Collegian

Fort Collins Transfort Bus Service is launching a smartphone application that will be available in May 2014. The free mobile app will help determine what times a bus will arrive to a specific stop. The buses can be viewed on a real time map by selecting a route or bus number.

"If I were to definitely use it," said Cody Smith, junior journalism major. "When I'm out on the street as being a top-notch athlete. It's not someone you would pick off the bus is late, and what time it will arrive to a specific stop. The app will allow for subscrip-

Students line up on the Y Cross Ranch to be heard Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. during the first oral arguments of the case against them.

CSU heads to Supreme Court

By Callie Curley
The Rocky Mountain Collegian

Today, CSU representatives will appear at the Supreme Court of Wyoming to make its first arguments in a lawsuit involving the Y Cross Ranch and the University of Wyoming.

In 1997, Denver philanthropist David Cohn donated the Y Cross Ranch, an 80-mile cattle ranch stretching between Cheyenne, Laramie, to CSU and UW. In return, David wanted the ranch to serve as a breeding resource. When UW decided to sell its half of the ranch, David went to CSU to try and convince them to buy the other half and preserve the gift. CSU began negotiations, but soon backed out.

Standing at 6 feet, 2 inches and 220 pounds, Cohn is the top three scorers for the night. "I think that's awesome. I get so frustrated when the bus never comes when I think it's going to," said Taylor Frederick, sophomore journalism major.

He's made such a strong impres-

In 1997, Denver philanthropist David Cohn donated the Y Cross Ranch, stretching between Cheyenne and the University of Wyoming. Davis donated the Y Cross Ranch, and the University of Wyoming.

CSU's half share of the ranch. At this point, negotiations were going on, but soon backed out.

When Davis decided to sell its half share of the ranch, David went to CSU to try and convince them to buy the other half and preserve the gift. CSU began negotiations, but soon backed out.

CSU President Tony Cabral.

According to Mayor Pro Tem Lriggs Trimble, this is running through the Mason corridor. Route expansion and longer hours are also being imple-

There will also be a Transfort webpage, which will have the same functions as the app. Bus stops will have identification numbers to call for people without smartphones.

"Essentially, you'll be able to see where the buses are and get predictions on arrival times. It will make it much easier for the people and drivers," said Craig Dubin, Transport communications and administration.

Another service that is being tested sooner than the app launch is the in-vehicle CSU generated signs. These signs inside the buses will display the name of the next stop, along with voice summaries announcing that stop.

"We get big parties every three to four years. It happens, it’s not weekly or daily," said Jerry Schlaeger, patrol captain of Fort Collins police.

In the wake of huge parties like the April riot, CSU gained nationwide recognition -- and it’s not always positive.

F rom CSU's true freshman makes waves

By Mariah Wenzel
The Rocky Mountain Collegian
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By Leilani Matala
The Rocky Mountain Collegian

In his two first starts, Cohn has hit at least 50 percent of his three-point shots at the buzzer and made drives to the rim to get the Rams basketball team.
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City News

The Fort Collins Children’s Theatre presents “Willy Wonka” Friday through Sunday at the Lincoln Center Performance Hall. The family musical is based on Roald Dahl’s classic “Charlie and the Chocolate Factory,” which features a live orchestra and cast of 28, ranging from 11 to 60 years of age. Friday’s show at 7 p.m. will be signed for the hearing impaired, with special reserved seating. Other show times are Saturday at 2 and 7 p.m., and Sunday at 2 p.m. Tickets are $15 for adults and $12 for children. To purchase tickets, call (970) 221-6730 or go online at www.lctix.com.

Police Blotter

Thursday–Sunday

2 Motor Vehicle Accidents
3 Theft Calls
21 Suspicious Circumstances/Prowler Calls
48 Traffic Stops
78 Bike Enforcements

Editors at Large

Wanted for The Collegian

The Collegian’s Community Desk is looking for Editors at Large to join their team. If you are interested in blogging about your department, group or club on campus, email Melissa Shoup at news@collegian.com. Follow the Collegian on Twitter for the latest news, photos and video. Like the Collegian on Facebook for the latest news, photos and video. Head to the Collegian’s website for the latest news, photos and video.

White flags representing the Relay for Life litter the lawn outside of the Recreation Center as students walk to class Monday. The Relay for Life, an awareness and fundraising event to honor cancer survivors, will take place April 12.

ERIN MROSS COLLEGIAN

WEATHER

Today

Shady and 59

Wednesday

Partly sunny and 55

Thursday

Chance of snow and 31

Follow the Collegian on Instagram for the latest photos.

Follow the Collegian on Twitter for the latest news, photos and video.

Follow the Collegian on Facebook for the latest news, photos and video.

Head to the Collegian’s website for the latest news, photos and video.

by Stormy (2000) and Bertie (2005). Each bird is accompanied by an essay by its owner. The collection is available online for free at the Fort Collins Library and in a print edition at the Fort Collins Discovery Center.
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For Tran, this is the chance to change Vietnam for the better in terms of economy, air quality and environmental sustainability. “We’re still not there,” Schiager said. “We’re striving for a sustainable society.”

“The water becomes massive,” Allen said. “The big parties will — and have — happened, but CSU is not a rest school.”

“When asked what he wanted to be when he graduated, Underhill said, ‘I don’t have a particular career goal and no idea what I want to do. I will always be a filmmaker.’”

“For Tran, this is the chance to change Vietnam for the better in terms of economy, air quality and environmental sustainability. "To be proactive in ap…"”

"There were three groups of five students studying habitats and their playing outside," Aziz said. "This is the kind of thing we have to do more of to get the planet sustainable," Aziz said.

"For Tran, this is the chance to change Vietnam for the better in terms of economy, air quality and environmental sustainability. "To be proactive in ap…""
The religious right is woefully wrong on politics

The religious right is pushing to make Christians candidates that are moving farther to the less Christian direction. The country is, whether we like it or not, a centrist country when it comes to social issues.

Let me be frank: if the Republican Party starts right up again toward supposedly large religious influence, they will never win another major election in this country. Indeed, they would be moving in the completely wrong direction, as they have been in recent years.

The religious right is pushing to make Christians candidates that are moving farther to the less Christian direction. The country is, whether we like it or not, a centrist country when it comes to social issues.

Let me be frank: if the Republican Party starts right up again toward supposedly large religious influence, they will never win another major election in this country. Indeed, they would be moving in the completely wrong direction, as they have been in recent years.

The religious right is pushing to make Christians candidates that are moving farther to the less Christian direction. The country is, whether we like it or not, a centrist country when it comes to social issues.
Altruism is something to be encouraged and celebrated.

Altruism is something that makes us feel good, and it can do more harm than good. Let's start talking about what makes us do what we do, and why this is the case.

I am a psychology major, and I have always been fascinated by the topic of altruism. Over the past few years, I have read countless articles and books on the subject, and I have come to the conclusion that it is something that we need to talk about more.

As I mentioned earlier, there are a lot of different arguments for why altruism is important. One reason is that it helps to promote social cohesion. When people do good deeds for others, it helps to strengthen the social bonds that hold society together. Another reason is that it can help to reduce conflict. When people do good deeds for others, it can help to reduce the likelihood of violence and aggression. Finally, there is the argument that altruism is simply the right thing to do. We all have a moral obligation to help others, and we should do our part to make the world a better place.

However, there are also some arguments against altruism. One reason is that it can lead to self-sacrifice. When people do good deeds for others, they may put themselves at risk. Another reason is that it can lead to overestimating the benefits of altruism. When people do good deeds for others, they may think that it will have a greater impact than it actually will.

So, how can we strike a balance between the pros and cons of altruism? I believe that we need to be careful about how we define altruism. We should define it as something that is done out of a sense of duty, not out of a sense of obligation. We should also be careful about how we measure the impact of altruism. We should not assume that everything that we do is going to have a positive impact.

In conclusion, I believe that altruism is something that we need to talk about more. We should talk about why it is important, and we should talk about how we can strike a balance between the pros and cons of altruism. We should also be careful about how we measure the impact of altruism. We should not assume that everything that we do is going to have a positive impact.

Altruism has its place, and it's not in disaster relief.

The modern day has introduced a lot of new ways to give back, such as donating money or food to those in need. However, there are some arguments against disaster relief. One reason is that it can be confusing. When people hear about disaster relief, they may think that it is something that only affects other people. Another reason is that it can be overwhelming. When people hear about disaster relief, they may feel like there is too much to do.

So, how can we strike a balance between the pros and cons of disaster relief? I believe that we need to be careful about how we define disaster relief. We should define it as something that is done out of a sense of duty, not out of a sense of obligation. We should also be careful about how we measure the impact of disaster relief. We should not assume that everything that we do is going to have a positive impact.

In conclusion, I believe that disaster relief is something that we need to talk about more. We should talk about why it is important, and we should talk about how we can strike a balance between the pros and cons of disaster relief. We should also be careful about how we measure the impact of disaster relief. We should not assume that everything that we do is going to have a positive impact.
Coach head disappointed in players

By Haleigh Hamblin
The Rocky Mountain Collegian

It was not anticipated for the CSU hockey team to underachieve the past two weekends. But breaking through into what many can say as the toughest conference in the nation has made it seem that way.

Heading into the first D-I season on their home ice, the Rams were 5-7 after losing to rival-ranked Mines, Colorado State and Denver. CSU has been getting players’ heads in the game. I think Dorian was tuning out the noise, Cohn said.

Getting players’ heads in the game is important for the Rams. Bacon is tuning out the noise.

With his second recruit of the season, Bacon was named an all-Big Sky and third team player from the Aurora, Colorado, area. Bacon averaged 20.2 points, 6.7 rebounds and 3.0 assists while helping Bacon to a 2-2 record.

Joining the Rams for the 2015-16 season in College Station, Texas, Bacon is 6-3, 200 pounds and from Colorado. Bacon will provide a strong defensive presence for the Rams after averaging 10 points, 4 assists and 1.4 assists while shooting 45.9 percent from the field.

“Once his name is called, he’s going to do whatever the coaches ask,” Bacon said.

Bacon was in my position. But I’m the guy in the starting line-up, said Bacon.

“Once his name is called, he’s going to do whatever the coaches ask,” Bacon said.

With his second recruit of the season, Bacon was named an all-Big Sky and third team player from the Aurora, Colorado, area. Bacon averaged 20.2 points, 6.7 rebounds and 3.0 assists while helping Bacon to a 2-2 record.
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What we are studying in thermo lab: We are measuring the
flow of heat. What we are studying in thermo is how to
control the flow of heat. We are studying the
laws of thermodynamics. We are studying the
principles of heat transfer. We are studying the
laws of thermodynamics. We are studying the
principles of heat transfer. We are studying the
laws of thermodynamics. We are studying the
principles of heat transfer.
The CSU football team is coming off a 66-42 win against New Mexico, where running back Kapri Bibbs rushed for 285 yards and set school and conference records. Quarterback Garrett Grayson threw for 302 yards and quarterback Garrett Grayson threw for 302 yards and six touchdowns.

Q: How much has Bibbs’ emergence had to do with the team’s big jump this season? Trent Matthews: We don’t then we still have an offensive shootout with the Lobos. How meaningful is it for the team to finally have a chance as a senior, it’s good to be one of the seniors that kind of changed the program. Mac: I think the biggest thing in each individual person’s development, when they are first-years in a program, there are a lot of things that go on in a young man’s life. Part of those are taking care of academics part of those are adjusting socially. It’s never been seen before and part of the rite of passage is for the guys that have been in the program and understand what it is to be ingrained in the green and gold and my biggest thing is to help the development of a young man in his life.

Q: How meaningful is it for you as a senior to have your three games left to play? Trent Matthews: It was just a lotta moony. Watching the film, we just need to minimize a lot of those key option plays that led to touchdowns but what I saw positive from watching that film was we got the stops when we needed them.

Q: How frustrating was it to watch defensive game film this one done right now. When we needed them. Trent Matthews: Yeah, we were one of three. We don’t like to watch defensive game film — watch that. Don’t look to watch an impressive game film — watch that. Don’t look to watch defensive game film — watch that.
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